Abstract. In this paper, we propose an automatic skin beautification framework based on color-temperature-insensitive skin-color detection. To polish selected skin region, we apply bilateral filter to smooth the facial flaw. Last, we use Poisson image cloning to integrate the beautified parts into the original input. Experimental results show that the proposed method can be applied in varied light source environment. In addition, this method can naturally beautify the portrait skin.
Introduction
Recently, digital still camera becomes more widespread. To provide more capability for users and satisfy their different requirements, many techniques have been integrated into digital still camera.
Skin beautification is the technique to smooth the skin of the photographed portrait. The result of skin beautification is preferable to the original one. Many consumer cameras have embedded the function of skin beautification. Besides, there are many approaches proposed to deal with skin beautification. However, most of these techniques rely on accurate skin color detection.
In this paper, we propose an original framework based on color-temperature-insensitive skin-color detection. Then, we use the characteristic of bilateral filter, which can preserve the significant image edge and can smooth the low gradient parts in given image, to polish the selected skin regions. Finally, to satisfy human perception, we apply Poisson seamless cloning algorithm to integrate the polished part into original image.
Backgrounds

Skin Color Detection
There are many skin color detection algorithms proposed to extract the skin parts from given image [1] [2] . Most of these approaches use statistical method to find out Fig. 1 . The experimental data of color patches under different light sources [3] the boundary of human skin color in specific color space. However, skin color is sensitive to color temperature. The relation between color and color temperature is shown in Fig. 1 .
To lower the effect of color temperature, the better for us to use face detection algorithm as preprocessing step. Then, we can determine the characteristic of skin color from the abovementioned face detection.
Face Detection
To extract human face from given image, many algorithms have been proposed. Viola et al. proposed an efficient face detection approach [4] . There are three main principles in their algorithm, including the integral image, Ada boost, and cascade classifier. Furthermore, Lienhart et al. proposed Haar-like features for object detection [5] . In this paper, we apply Lienhart's frontal face classifier [6] and Hameed's eye classifier [7] to extract human face and human eyes from given image respectively. The objective of human eye detection is to subtract the effect of non-skin tone element from detected human face. The result of human face detection and human eye detection is shown in Fig. 2(b) . The white color in Fig. 2(c) is the region of interest, which is a rough skin-color data. 
Bilateral Filter
The bilateral filter is a nonlinear technique that can smooth the input image while preserving its main edges [8] [9] . With a Gaussian function the bilateral filter of image I at pixel p is defined by:
where w is a normalized factor; and are typical Gaussian kernel functions;
and p and q indicate spatial locations of pixels.
Seamless Cloning
The objective of Poisson seamless cloning is to find out a function, which makes the gradients of target image closest to the gradients of source image. We implement the discrete Poisson solver [10] to obtain finished result of skin beautification. In this paper, the guidance field vector v is
where means the gradient of source image. The proposed framework is shown in Fig. 3 .
Fig. 3. System flowchart
We use down-sampling approach to lower the effect of facial flaw (e.g. scar, zit, spot, and so on). Besides, to downsize the input image can improve the efficiency of face detection. After face detection, the interested skin parts have been preserved, the sampling result is shown in Fig. 2(c) . To achieve color-temperature-insensitive skincolor preservation, we translate the interested skin parts into YCbCr color space. Then, we calculate each mean value and standard deviation of Y, Cb, and Cr respectively. The abovementioned procedure is shown in Fig. 4 . To prevent the effect of extreme value, we skip 10% of the head and tail in Y, Cb, and Cr histogram.
The skin-color mask of image I at pixel p is defined by The abovementioned mask is generated in downsized form due to the downsampled input image. To accomplish the skin-color mask generation, we apply bilinear interpolation to adjust the size of the downsized form to equal to the size of input image.
Concurrently, we apply bilateral filter to smooth the original input image. The result of bilateral filter is called base image. The result of bilateral filter is similar to the output of low-pass filter. Moreover, bilateral filter can preserve the image edge simultaneously.
Finally, we integrate the input image, mask of skin-color, and the base image obtained from bilateral filter algorithm into result image. In this paper, we apply Poisson image cloning as image integration algorithm. The advantage of Poisson image cloning is to integrate the given image into harmonious image, even if there are few misdetections or false-alarms in the skin-color mask.
Experimental Result
To prevent the influence of color temperature, we use flexible method to determine the skin-color boundary. The performance of our skin-color detection is stable in various color temperatures. According to human perception, we can generate a touching portrait by smoothing the blemish (e.g. facial wrinkle, sweat pore, rash, and so on) of human face. Besides, our approach can be applied to lower the image noise in portrait photography. Table 2 shows the result of skin beautification in normal color temperature. To judge the performance of skin beautification is quite subjective. In this paper, we propose an automatic approach, which is color-temperature-insensitive, to extract skin-color from given image. Then, we lower the blemish in interested part. There still are many challenging topics, including automatic skin tone adjustment in various light sources, automatic make up, automatic skin beautification in video stream, and so on.
